
An internationally honored humanitarian organization 
with an Oasis of Experiences, Tested Methodologies, Lessons Learned 

for Advancement of Social Economic Supply and Value Chains 

Successfully tested  and replicated across Urban Areas, Deserts, 
Mountain Regions, River Valleys, Steppes, pasture lands, etc.



GER to GER FOUNDATION AND AGENCY 
INTERNATIONAL TESTIMONIES TO OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
• 2008-2014 Lonely Planet “…most innovative tourism concept in Mongolia, …top of every traveller’s wish list…” 
• 2006-2014 Lonely Planet – Trans-Siberian Guide Book
• 2006, 2012, 2013 Short list of Zanjan Fromer – IMDb – International Film Database
• 2012 National Geographic’s “World’s Best Travel Experiences” #8 – GERtoGER.org
• 2010 Recognized by National Geographic as one of World’s Innovative Travel Entrepreneurs
• 2009 Top Ten Global Finalist of National Geographic Society and Ashoka Changemakers “Power of Place” GeoTourism 

Challenge – Global Finalists Guide Book
• 2009 National Geographic Society Weekend Broadcast: Geotourism Challenge finalist Zanjan Fromer is the founder 

and executive director of Ger to Ger. Fromer joins Boyd in the studio to talk geotourism in Mongolia and how you too 
can be a nomad in the Gobi Desert.

• 2009-10 TourDust Scholarship Winners
• 2009 WHL Travel’s Urban Adventures Award
• 2008 Officially recognized case study by UNESCAP at its Sixty-third session – Refer to Document Page  14
• 2007 Officially awarded a USAID Grant to develop the Middle Gobi Desert Region of Mongolia
• 2006 Officially selected to host the CBS’s The Amazing Race in Terelj National Park’s GER to GER Nomadic Families
• 2005 Officially award a Swiss Agency for International Development grant to develop Arhangai Provice

Humanitarians 

Author, Founder & CEO 
Mr. Zanjan Fromer
www.Zanjan-Fromer.com

Co-Founder & Partner 
Ms. Bayarsuren Yalalt

The &



Honors

Country-level 
Community-based EcoTourism Networks  

and Social Economic Development via 
Humanitarian-led Initiatives

Our&
Zanjan Fromer – Country Production Fixer for CBS The Amazing Race
 
“Zanjan and his team provided top notch creative and logistic support for an 
episode of “The Amazing Race” for CBS. His creative problem solving and fast 
thinking helped us get through some very tough situations and in the end add-
ed one of the more memorable episodes to an Emmy and DGA award winning 
season.”
 
WRP/CBS – The Amazing Race Mongolia
Barry Hennessey



Our Mission - Develop Social  
Economic Networks to Sustain 
‘Safer Global Market Linkages’

To further successfully replicate a tested and tried social economic 
supply and value chain development framework that fuses an-
cient Chingis Khan Tactics (methods that sustainably work locally 
with ancient tribal nations) and modern practices (USA/interna-
tional practices and standards); replicable throughout Mongolia 
and worldwide locations - generating cross-linkage benefits for 
numerous industries. The objective is to mobilize 
and foster a safer methodology towards advancing 
good-governance along nationwide social economic 
value chains via rural networks that span a county’s 
vast geographical distances regardless of terrain, etc. 
These networks are self-sustaining via global market 
economics that supports urban and rural livelihoods, 
job market diversification, etc. In turn, participat-
ing community networks sustain greater levels of 
civilian-involved-security as they wish to ethically 
protect their alternative incomes, properties, lands, 
resources, etc., that derive from domestic and 
international commerce (i.e. USA community-neigh-
borhood watch, amber alert, etc.). Today, taking into 
consideration the numerous overseas situations, 
development of such sustainable social economic de-
velopment networks can provide critical nationwide 
civilian-networking “the locals’ way”; intel, security, 
etc., along numerous social economic supply and 
value chains of a country and/or countries.

Nomadic GER - Commonly known as a ‘Yurt’

A yurt is a portable, bent dwelling structure traditionally used by nomads in the 
steppes of Central Asia as their home. The structure comprises a crown or compres-
sion wheel, usually steam bent, supported by roof ribs which are bent down at the 
end where they meet the lattice wall (again, steam bent). The top of the wall is pre-
vented from spreading by means of a tension band which opposes the force of the 
roof ribs. The structure is usually covered by layers of fabric and sheep’s wool felt for 
insulation and weatherproofing.

“No culture, creed or color on earth desires to live 
in fear or insecurity, and yet none of us takes full 

advantage of the peacemaking potential 
in deeper understanding.”

“...operations do not yet adequately address the 
needs of local national civilians in preventing 

further causes for conflict.” 

Excerpt From: J Robert DuBois. 
“Powerful Peace.” 

“An ounce of Prevention is 
worth a pound of Cure.” 
- Ben Franklin



our Ecotourism Story - Health, Safety, Education GIS/SME for Supply & 
Value Chain Development; Re-Building communities and Industries

GER to GER Agency and Foundation has become Mongo-
lia’s leading and only self-sustaining independent regional 
cultural eco-tourism agency (community-based networks) 
throughout Mongolia based on its original Master Plan. 
GER to GER has effectively developed its methodologies 
to allow more systematic and rapid linkage development, 
as an Agency, to the global tourism industry for all partic-
ipating regions, communities and remote nomadic pop-
ulations. As a result, GER to GER’s operational methodol-
ogy (office and rural locations) successfully manages the 
logistics of over 1000 domestic and international human 
resources per year across a geographic spread of 11,000 
square kilometers; 40+ community travel routes (net-

works) and products across Mongolia.
 GER to GER has been officially recognized by a 
variety of domestic and international institutions: the Unit-
ed States Agency for International Development (USAID), 
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific (UNESCAP), National Geographic Society 
USA-D.C., National Geographic Society’s Global GeoTour-
ism Challenge & Explorers Take Action, Ashoka Change-
makers, GlobalGiving, Asian Foundation’s Give2Asia.org, 
WHL Travel, Lonely Planet, Rough Riders, Trailblazers, CBS’s 
Emmy & DGA Awarded ‘The Amazing Race’ and more.

GER to GER Agency and Foundation has been successfully developed and sustained in Mongolia based on 20+ years of 
international experience, three years of research and development (2002-05) and 9+ years of successfully expanding 
operations across 11,000 square kilometers/7,000+ miles (10 Provinces/States) of Mongolia since 2005. Our local oper-
ational geographical size equals the social economical, geographical and environmental zones of Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, 
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan combined that is located in-between Russia and China with North Korea 
and Kazakhstan (K-stans) in the neighborhood.

Nomadic GER - Commonly known as a ‘Yurt’

A yurt is a portable, bent dwelling structure traditionally used by nomads in the 
steppes of Central Asia as their home. The structure comprises a crown or compres-
sion wheel, usually steam bent, supported by roof ribs which are bent down at the 
end where they meet the lattice wall (again, steam bent). The top of the wall is pre-
vented from spreading by means of a tension band which opposes the force of the 
roof ribs. The structure is usually covered by layers of fabric and sheep’s wool felt for 
insulation and weatherproofing.

GERtoGER.org International Marketing 

90%+ 
Global Visibility 

Google Analytics 2010-14



&Facts

Thoughts
How long did it take Taiwan to 
Develop a western/european ‘feeling’
of open market economics? +/-100 years.
Mongolia - is currently 25 years old

Pre-1200s Post Early-1200s Post 1690s

There is a substantial difference between  
‘cultural service’ and ‘customer service’; the phrase 

“customer service” never existed in Mongolia language 
during the pre-open market era as it is an open market 

economic “capitalist” term hence all related social economic 
knowledge, culture, experience, etc., 

like-wise never existed...

One should ask: 
How much do we really comprehend and “Feel” concerning 

the locals that we work with? 
Greater “Awareness/Feelings” equals greater local 

Applicability, Involvement and Sustainability.

Ancient Nomadic Era Economics Chingis Khan Era Economics Manchurian Era Economics

IMPERIAL economyTRIBAL ECONOMY IMPERIAL economy



Thoughts

Post 1690s Post 1920s Post 1989 to Today...

A Few Rural Mongolia Facts that constitutes  
99% of Territory of the Country
• Mongolia has been a closed-society since for its entire human history till 1989
• Mongolia, nation-wide, has yet to address all their required cultural, social, educational and economical 

constraints to counter 300 years of oppression under foreign regimes.
• Mongolia long-term future is dependent on its three traditional industries: meat, tourism and cashmere of 

which the key node is the nomadic population.
• Mongolia is the last country on Planet Earth with a thriving nomadic population.
• Mongolia’s mining industry has a potential of 2 life-cycles; once exhausted they will continue onward with 

their traditional industries for future survivability. 
• Mongolia, within the country, is just starting to develop its language and global cultural understandings.
• Mongolia’s language has been greatly tampered by Soviets (censorship committee), today this provides 

rapid learning complications owing to lack of international terms and term’s semantical differences.
• Hence, most of Mongolia’s population throughout the county still continues to understand the world with 

soviet mentalities; material development and education could take a minimum of a couple decades.
• Less than 1% of Mongolia’s rural population (99% of its territory) has a vague understanding of global cul-

ture and market economics.
• Most of Mongolia’s overseas populations, if they return to Mongolia, will most likely work in urban Ulaan-

baatar for private sector companies or Government thus leaving the rest of the country “under-developed”.

The Harsh Reality: Moderation for Growth
After 20+ years overseas working in country’s going through transitional phases, it is too easy to produce a 
never ending list of issues, constraints and unpleasant realities and situations that does not paint a pretty nor 
amusing picture of a foreign country that could damage its opportunities for growth. However, as social eco-
nomic developers and humanitarians we turn these situations into “Lessons Learned” that can be used as a 
positive force towards fostering community mobilization and further areas of growth. Mongolia is not to be 
completely blamed owing to their lack of experience, taking into consideration their most recent history of 300 
years of oppression, nor are the international donors for that matter. Nonetheless, the lessons that could be 
learned from such regions are invaluable towards advancing our own Social Economic Development methodol-
ogies as the practitioners; that is more important to that given country and for its regional and global stability. 
 GER to GER has actively carried-out more than several plus years of research via our own frameworks 
and the results are positive in comparison to the past history of other initiatives. This alone is a clear indica-
tion that indeed even social economic development methodologies and frameworks can be further advanced 
beyond common approaches for more location specific applicability and rapid results when proper “core sam-
ples” have been taken and analyzed; despite societies learning curve issues.

There is a massive difference between understanding and 
‘feeling’ a language, culture and/or situations...

Manchurian Era Economics Soviet Era Economics Transition into Open market Economics

IMPERIAL economy SOCIALIST economy CAPITALIST economy



Our Achievements - Short List
Since the 2005, GER to GER has successfully managed its nationwide social economic development efforts by creating 
linkages between international travelers and the inhabitants of Mongolia via our vast methodologies (business linkages 
development, workshops for both nomads and travelers, etc.). In addition to the alternative livelihoods being generated 
for 100s of families across the country via our Humanitarian Agency that operates in the private sector, the advancement 
of small medium enterprise development, rural job market diversification and much more via our officially certified non-
for-profit Foundation (USA/Mongolia); here are just a few success stories from thousands:

• Today we operate over 11,000 square kilometers across Mongolia (nearly 7,000 miles of operational terrain: moun-
tains, deserts, pasture lands, steppes, valleys, etc.).

• More than a million dollars has been directly injected into the local economies thus positively influencing social 
economic value and supply chains of multiple industries and SME Development thus diversifying job markets and 
opportunities

• Today over 6,000 international travelers have been trained on Responsible EcoTravel and GeoTourism; to which rural 
health and safety is well above 99% since 2005 till today.

• Today nomadic families and rural community members across Mongolia receive free vocational trainings on ecotour-
ism.

• Since 2005 till today, less than 1% complaints out of 1000s of international travelers via all major travel sites and 
posted time-lines = 99%+ Success!

• Extremely remote nomadic communities have been systematically included into the initiatives sustainably.
• Rural children and youth that could not access health and education owing to poverty are now sustainably receiving 

healthcare and higher education.
• Young adults of nomadic families that never could afford university education are now studying and even graduating 

from undergraduate programs.
• Costly outreach health initiatives that benefit a few hundred nomads/locals have been enhanced to reach between 

4,000 to 5,000 at 1/10 the traditional cost.
• Families that could not afford medical care have paid for surgeries once not possible owing to lack of finances.
• Rural nomadic families that suffered from climatic disasters had been supported throughout the Middle Gobi Desert 

for a month to assist stabilizing their livelihoods and more!

1000s of Happy International Clients Lasting Friendships Safe and Memorable Trips

Achievements



Safe and Memorable Trips Meaningful Partnerships Cross Cultural Success!

&Achievements

Successes
Since 2005 till today, 
less than 1% complaints out of 1000s 
of international travelers 
= 99%+ Success!



our Expansion Goal via our USA 501c3 Fund with www.Give2Asia.org
GER to GER, in association with locals and other like-minded agencies, businesses, corporations, individuals and etc., 

to establish the vast geographic networks of GEOTOURISM/GIS SME IT COM via rural, regional, nationwide and 
cross-country supply chains to advance numerous industries, conservation initiatives, monitor and evaluation, etc.

Western Mongolia Region Eastern Mongolia RegionTerelj National Park Location

GER TO GER PROJECTS: 
SILK ROAD EXPANSION
Today, GER to GER is focused on Donors, Grants, Public. Private and 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Partnerships that allow us to expand 
our initiatives throughout Mongolia, Central and Southeast Asia and Alas-
ka. Our tested and tried methodologies have substantially proven itself to 
be both effective and mutually beneficial for both locals and 
internationals.

We are actively seeking potential donors, investors and philanthropists to 
collaborate with us on numerous humanitarian initiatives:
1. Community Based Tourism Development
2. Community GIS/SME Network Development
3. Community IT Initiatives
4. Community Health and Education Initiatives
5. Community Eco-Lodge Development
6. And more!

SUPPORT OUR PROJECTS IN MONGOLIA & BEYOND

Terelj National Park Eco-Cabin



Give2Asia is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization that serves as a catalyst for private philanthropic investment 
in Asia. We make international philanthropy safe, effective, and impactful for corporations, foundations, and 
individual donors.

We believe in local expertise. 
Every community has unique challenges. To better meet those challenges, Give2Asia works with local organizations in 
Asia that understand the context and have a long-term commitment to finding solutions. Through our long-term rela-
tionships with local groups, we coordinate comprehensive programs that address Asia’s greatest needs, such as access 
to quality healthcare, improved education, diversifying income opportunities for women and families, and protecting the 
environment. We work with our grant recipient over multiple years, supporting them and building long-term connections 
between these groups and international donors.

Non-Financial
• Traveling on GER to GER
• Refering GER to GER to international travelers
• Refering GER to GER to international travel agencies and tour operators to cooperate with
• Refering GER to GER to international film production houses for local production support works
• Posting or reposting GER to GER Tweets, Wordpress and Facebook Blogs
• Goodwill Ambassadors
• Sponsor equipments and supplies
• Co-finance, finance and/or invest in our initiatives
• Provide cost-free ad space in magazines, newspapers and other major publications
• In-kind contribution of technical skills, time and labor

Other Ways to Support

100% Tax Deductible Donations  
An Official USA 501c3 Charitible Fund

SUPPORT FINANCIALLY - CLICK HERE TO MAKE A DONATION

GER to GER’s Give2Asia.org Fund

Give2Asia has a team of local staff, advisors and partners that ensure projects are effective, 
the results are transparent, and grant recipients are accountable. We monitor grant activi-
ties to certify that funded projects meet the needs of the target beneficiaries and the donor, 
and we try to find new ways to expand sources of funding.
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• GIS: Geographic Information Systems
• SME: Small Medium Enterprises
• IT: Information Technology
• A Supply Chain: A system of organizations, people, activities, information, and 

resources involved in moving a product or service from supplier to customer.
• A Value Chain: A chain of activities that a firm operating in a specific industry 

performs in order to deliver a valuable product or service for the market.
• GeoTourism: A tourism that sustains or enhances the geographical character of 

a place—its environment, culture, aesthetics, heritage, and the well-being of its 
residents.

• DGA: Directors Guild of America Awards: Issued annually by the Directors Guild 
of America.

• The Amazing Race: An American reality game show in which typically eleven 
teams of two race around the world.

Safe for Children & Adults Community Education Industry Professionals



Industry Professionals Advancing Women’s Opportunities Community Mobilization

Zanjan Fromer –  Mass Media and 
Marketing Specialist for the USAID 
Funded The Competitiveness Initiative
 
“Zanjan’s creativity ensures delivery of 
high quality, professional media work 
that stands out. Always willing to take on 
a new challenge, he thrives on problem 
solving and new approaches.”
Alan worked directly with Zanjan at J.E. 
Austin Associates/USAID Mongolia – The 
Competitiveness Initiative
 
J.E. Austin Associates/USAID Mongolia – 
The Competitiveness Initiative
Alan Saffery – Competitiveness, Eco-
nomic Development and Private Sector 
Development Consultant



GER to GER Agency and Foundation
www.GERtoGER.org
info@GERtoGER.org

Mongolia Tel: (976-11) 313336 
USA TEL (while in-country): 206.499.5767

Give2Asia Direct Link: 
https://give2asia.secure.force.com/pmtx/dn8n__SiteDonation?id=a1LG0000004fly3

https://give2asia.secure.force.com/pmtx/dn8n__SiteDonation?id=a1LG0000004fly3

